
     We’re beginning to hear the talk, “we want to be state champs next year”. And that’s great. Fulton Wrestling is about 
not being fully satisfied with what you have accomplished. Sure we’re proud to be sectional champs but we reach higher 
than that—we want to be state champs. But just wanting it all is not enough. You have to do what it takes to achieve that 
coveted state title. 
     Some will say “it’s too hard”. To them we say, you bet it is. Most worthwhile things don’t come easy. The higher you 
go the harder it gets. The bigger the prize the tough the fight to get it. That’s why so few get to be champions. 
    Some will say “why do you want to wrestle them, you’ll get killed”. To them we say, we’re not afraid of anyone. We 
know to be the best you have to wrestle the best. 
     And still others will say “you could have won if you just had another year, another season, another month”. To them 
we say, Fulton Wrestling is not about making excuses, it’s about making champions. 
     Fulton Wrestling is about working hard to reach your goals. It’s about seeking and taking on tough challenges and it’s 
about making it happen—not making excuses. 

     We will be going back to Coach Chertow’s weekend wrestling camps this fall. We improve a lot in two days with 
Coach Chertow. Why? How does that happen? Here’s how he explains it.  
     “Drilling with intensity. Too many wrestlers go through the motions when they drill—just putting in time. If you do 
this, you will not reach your fullest potential. Intense drilling is essential if you are going to develop your skills to their 
fullest”.  
     “It is essential that you understand the importance of drilling and use all the drill time your coach gives you efficient-
ly. Never stand around. Make the most of every second. Find a reliable drill partner who is willing to work with you in-
tensely throughout the course of practice. If your coach tells you to drill a move five times each and you do it twice as 
fast as your teammates, make sure you keep drilling until your coach tells you to drill a different move. Never do a cer-
tain number and then stop and wait for everyone else to finish. Then you will only be as good as them. Execute as many 
quality repetitions as you can in the allotted time”. 
     "Through repetition you can learn a move so well that no one can stop it.  It truly sums up what it takes to learn and 
perfect a technique, so that you have the confidence to hit it instinctively in the heat of battle. I drilled with intensity  
throughout my competitive career and I make the youngsters I coach today drill endlessly. If you are going to truly be-
lieve that no one can stop you, you must have drilled your techniques quickly and crisply thousands of times. Repetition 
Drilling is essential if you wish to make your techniques instinctive”.  

Weightlifting - Every Mon, Wed and Fri 6:00 am -7:00 amMon-Thurs After School 

Wrestling Practice - At the Fulton Wrestling Club every Tuesday and Thursday 6:00 –8:00 pm 

Tournament - April 18th—Buffalo Freestyle Tournament at Niagara Community College 

From Coach Waldron’s Favorite Quotes— 

 

“Repetition is the mother of skill” 


